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Better Buildings BC: The Net-Zero Energy-Ready Challenge is a provincial incentive program and juried competition designed to 
support, promote and celebrate the design and construction of net-zero energy-ready buildings. The program provides incentives to 
builders and developers of multi-family, commercial, and institutional buildings that are designed to achieve the top tier of the BC 
Energy Step Code. Those targeting the Passive House Institute’s Passive House standard are also eligible to apply. The Province will 
celebrate the successful applicants as leaders and showcase the projects that ultimately emerge from the program as leading 
examples of innovative, energy-efficient designs. 

OSO is participating in this program and will exceed the program goal of the top step of the BC Energy Step Code. We know we can 

accomplish this goal as we are already building all our buildings to well above this standard. We are moving on to the next challenge 

of ensuring that our buildings also promote wellbeing and good health. OSO will set a new standard in Canada for a healthy 

sustainable building. We are using all the lessons learned in our past projects in all of our new projects.  

We have developed 35 Energy Conservation Measures (ECM) several Sustainable Construction Measures (SCM) and Carbon 

Sequestration Measures. Each of these will not only help save the planet but contribute to your health and wellbeing living and 

working in the homes and buildings we build.  

All the materials, construction detailing and equipment we use are readily available anywhere in Canada. Our buildings do not 

cost more than a conventional code compliant building. We simply make better choices and through our 40 years of experience 

building energy efficient buildings, we now know how to build high performance buildings and homes. We want to share our 

knowledge and experience so that we can make a difference and show how we can improve all the new buildings built in Canada.  

 



 

 

The most important function of a building is to promote health, wellness and comfort 

We now spend around 90% of our time inside and buildings can be bad for you, if health was not considered in the design. A building 

environment is either enhancing our health and wellness or detracting from it. There is no middle ground. We want all our buildings to be well 

on the side of promoting health and wellbeing. We have been promoting the energy efficiency and green features of our buildings for decades, 

this has never been a strategy that sells homes. The great part about a well designed and built, energy efficient building is that it is both good for 

you and good for the environment. We now have the energy part figured out as we now use 90% less energy to heat our buildings.  

 

How do we build a healthy building and more importantly what constitutes a healthy building? There is a lot of pseudo science on the 

subject and lots of products that promote themselves as healthy, green or sustainable. We have given up on product claims and advertising 

claims and looked at real building science. We partnered with the BCIT Center for Building Excellence for design help in both energy 

performance and how to achieve health and wellness in our buildings. We then looked at reputable organizations like the National Research 

Council of Canada and other universities that are doing real research that is not skewed to sell a product.  

 

BCIT have helped us design our buildings, using science and proven products to achieve our goals on energy performance and then monitoring 

the performance to ensure the buildings are performing as designed.  

The best easy to understand research we have found on healthy buildings is from Harvard University and surprisingly not in the building 

science department but The Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health. They have a web site and are publishing papers on what constitutes a 

healthy building. This is a great short video on what they have accomplished.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrDSjf13eSM#action=share  

https://9foundations.forhealth.org/  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrDSjf13eSM#action=share
https://9foundations.forhealth.org/


The 9 Foundations of a Healthy Building 

What are these and how do we measure up to them. We took our 35 Energy Conservation Measures, Sustainable Construction 
Measures, Carbon Sequestration Measures and Healthy Durable Material choices and compared them with these 9 foundations.  

 



This is how we build healthy, comfortable, energy efficient, sustainable homes  

 

 

Energy conservation Measures (ECM) 

ECM23;  Swegon Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV) at 86% efficient is one of the areas that has the most effect on energy savings. The 

more efficient the ERV the more savings. The easiest thing to do in construction is to simply buy and use a better product, there are no 

subsequent changes and costs associated with a product that simply performs better. Good ventilation is the most important part of a healthy 

building. We then set the fresh air supply at around double the minimum recommended ventilation rate to ensure we have more than adequate 

ventilation. By running the system 24/7 we ensure there is always fresh air in all parts of your home.  

   



ECM24;  Using a central ERV vs individual unit ones or a hybrid system. This choice reduced the number of penetrations (over 250 in 

OSO) in the building envelope and allowed us the have both heat and cooling in the ERV airflow at a reasonable cost. The sophisticated controls 

on the Swegon unit allow for extra energy savings and the delivery of a much more comfortable building.  

 



ECM25;  Mitsubishi heat pump unit integrated into the Swegon ERV heats and cools the supply air. The controls for both the ERV and 

heat pump are integrated and allow for the smooth operation of the ventilation, heating and cooling of the supply air. The heat pump is a much 

more efficient source of heat and the design of the mechanical systems and control settings use this as the primary heat source. This allows us to 

offer A/C as part of the amenity package for the units. We increased the size of the duct work to handle the higher airflow when using the A/C 

and the night time free cooling in the ERV flush mode. The Swegon ERV can double the ventilation rate when required. 

 



ECM26;  Night time flush mode cooling using the ERV. The Swegon ERV has a flush mode to help cool the building in the summer when 

the nighttime air is cooler than the building air. We have taken advantage of the extra ventilation rate capability of the Swegon ERV to increase 

the ventilation rate when this is available.  

 



Orion has an HRV providing fresh air ventilation to the underground parking 24/7. We have this set at a high ventilation rate to 
ensure good air quality in an area typically not well ventilated. Garages are a source of indoor air pollution and keeping them well 
ventilated is an important part of the overall building design. We have been doing this for 16 years now in all our buildings with good 
success and no issues.  

 

HRV in the underground parking at Radius 



 

ECM32;  Airtight building envelope. By achieving a .6 air change at 50 Pascals we will meet our target energy goal. This is one of the 
areas where the tighter we make the building the more we save. It is one of the high value areas to improve energy efficiency as even a small 
change for the better in the level of air tightness has a significant impact on energy use. The Adex system liquid applied air/water barrier is a no 
cost way to accomplish this along with the rim joist spray foam and the spray foam attic for a continuous air barrier. This allows us to control the 
ventilation in the building to ensure we are delivering fresh air 24/7 to the rooms where we need it, the bedrooms and living rooms.  

 

Patio door air sealing detail at Radius 



VOCs Volatile Organic Compounds 

“VOCs are numerous, varied, and ubiquitous. They include both human-made and naturally occurring chemical compounds. Most scents or 
odors are of VOCs. VOCs play an important role in communication between plants,[1] and messages from plants to animals. Some VOCs are 
dangerous to human health or cause harm to the environment. Anthropogenic VOCs are regulated by law, especially indoors, where 
concentrations are the highest. Harmful VOCs typically are not acutely toxic, but have compounding long-term health effects. Because the 
concentrations are usually low and the symptoms slow to develop, research into VOCs and their effects is difficult.” Wikipedia 

We simply plan these out of our homes. You will find them in many building materials, however there is now always a product or 
material choice that have no VOCs. The areas listed below are common sources of VOCs in a home. We check our suppliers to ensure 
we have no VOCs in these products.  

Kitchen and bathroom cabinets and countertops.  

Interior paint 

Wood finish vinyl plank flooring  
 
Porcelain tile 
 
Carpet 
 
Insulation  

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Odour
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Odour
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volatile_organic_compound#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_environment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_impact_on_the_environment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toxic


 

We are fortunate that we live in a place with great water. We simply maintain that quality in the building plumbing system 

 

ECM21;  All main plumbing supply lines are insulated to a much higher level that the traditional fibreglass pipe 

insulation. We achieve an insulation level about 5 times higher than the traditional method at a lower cost and it does a much better 

job in all the hard to reach places that usually on a construction job site are not well done.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ECM22;  Air sourced Heat Pump Hot Water System. We are using off the shelf proven equipment that is simple to install and maintain. 

Our goal is to achieve a 75% reduction in energy costs for the domestic hot water, as this is our largest energy use with the most savings still 

available. We have a Sanden Heat Pump Hot Water Heater working at Nesters doing dual duty cooling a transformer room and pre heating the 

hot water for the commercial building. It has been running 24/7 for 2 years now with no issues. We are using a number of them for all our hot 

water needs.  

 

Sanden Heat Pump hot water heater at Nesters 



 

 

ECM5;  Adex EIFS system R48 nominal wall system with exterior applied Air/water/vapour barrier meets and exceeds all 
the requirements for the hygrothermal (moisture and thermal wall performance measure) performance of the wall in a much 
simpler application without the need for any of the trades on site to alter the way they have always installed their work. This 
eliminates a lot of supervision on site and lowers the probability of a trade compromising the air barrier. The liquid applied system is 
easy to inspect and repair any deficiencies prior to being covered and protected. The wall system allows for moisture to escape on 
the outside portion of the wall and to dry to the inside on the inside part of the wall system. Quite frequently, the 6 mil poly vapour 
barrier installed inside in most typical code compliant buildings is perforated by trades or even the end user of the unit (installing 
picture frames etc.…) which could result in envelope failures. On the OSO project, the integrity of the critical air barrier system is 
ensured due to a chemical bond of the liquid-applied water resistive barrier and the adhesively attached rain screen EPS insulation 
from Adex called “EPS-GD” using a unique geometrical design for efficient moisture drainage. Secondary WRB membrane 
ADEX Exterior Insulation Finishing System (EIFS) include a trowel applied secondary liquid applied weather resistive barrier (LA-WRB) 
membranes to protect the substrate from damage.  ADEX basecoat, finish coats and roll-on coatings are all vapour permeable 
(breathable) components. This characteristic allows moisture (vapour) to dissipate through the materials; exiting the system. 

Drainage 
The EPS-GD expanded polystyrene rigid panel is the insulation component of the wall systems. The panel possesses the advantage of 
being geometrically designed at the back with 6 mm channels to permit drainage.  This innovative design allows for better moisture 
management without compromising the insulation value of the panel. 



Dew point management 
Dew point is simply defined as the temperature at which water vapour will condense into moisture, at a given relative humidity. By 
installing the majority of insulation to the exterior of the wall assembly, the dew point also moves to the exterior. This helps protect 
moisture sensitive materials by greatly reducing the potential for moisture to condense, freeze, and create problems within the wall 
cavity. https://www.adex.ca/eifs-system/  

This allowed us to eliminate the 6 mil poly air/vapour barrier on the inside of the exterior walls and all the associated costs and 
problems with using it to do a job it is not well suited for. The best part of this system is it is a fully approved system with all the 
details needed to incorporate it into our buildings.  

 

Radius with Adex stucco in the winter 

https://www.adex.ca/eifs-system/


 

Design showing dew point outside of the framed wood wall in winter 



 

Summer condensation analysis showing no condensation in the wall in summer 



ECM6;  R24 Batt insulation instead of R20 batts. This has no cost implications other than purchasing the more expensive insulation. 

There are no consequential costs associated with this change or any new details or construction methods that need to be adapted and learned. 

Whenever all you have to do is buy a better product with no consequential issues or changes it is the best way to go.  

 

 

Radius exterior wall with R24 insulation 



ECM7;  Triple pane, 5/8” air space, warm edge spacers, Argon filled, low E coated, High Solar heat gain coefficient to prevent 

overheating, Passive House Certified, tilt and turn hardware, triple weather sealed, multi point latching hardware, steel reinforced frames, 

Wood faced exterior windows. We found the best windows with the best performance. They are made in Poland with German Veka profiles in a 

modern Robotic factory. The good news is they are a great performing window at a reasonable price. We had them approved under the BC 

Building Code for use in BC. This will be our third project using them. They are the best quality windows we have used, and we have built a many 

multi million dollar homes with some of the most expensive windows available. http://www.justa.pl/en/okna-i-drzwi-pcv/okna-pcv/veka-

softline82,211.html  

 

Profile of Justa Softline 82 Passive House Certified Window 

http://www.justa.pl/en/okna-i-drzwi-pcv/okna-pcv/veka-softline82,211.html
http://www.justa.pl/en/okna-i-drzwi-pcv/okna-pcv/veka-softline82,211.html


ECM8;  OSO will not have a parkade instead the first level will be commercial space. This means we will use ICF up to the underside of 

the first residential floor and a non combustible floor system. We are using the Hambro composite steel joist and concrete system. 

https://www.canam-construction.com/en/construction-products/composite-floor-system/# This is the same flooring system we used at Radius 

and Palliser Lodge. It has several advantages over the cast in place concrete and works very well over the commercial level and resolves the 

seismic, fire separation, sound transmission issues and allows for long spans. The commercial space will be part of the building central 

Heat/cool/ventilation system with some added electronically controlled dampers to be able to make more adjustments to the delivered 

heat/cool/ventilation. Each commercial unit will have its own heat pump for individual control of the heating and cooling in their unit. The ICF 

walls will have the Adex EIFS system as the exterior finish improving the ICF performance from R22 to R46.  

 

Hambro steel floor joists at Radius 

https://www.canam-construction.com/en/construction-products/composite-floor-system/


 

Orion parking foundation level ICF walls 

 

 



ECM13;  Attic insulation will be R80 urethane foam and batt insulation. This is one of the expensive attic insulation 

solutions, however it does resolve a lot of other issues especially in a multi family building where we have a lot of fire separation 

issues to deal with. This eliminates the need for attic ventilation required in the BC Building Code for other types of insulation. The 

ventilation is difficult to achieve in this type of flat roofed fire separated building to be both effective and meet the code, not having 

to do it simplifies a lot of the difficult construction details we would normally have to do. This method eliminates the problem of 

having a low heat loss attic that in a vented attic that can have frost develop on the underside of the roof sheathing. This does not 

occur in code compliant buildings because there is enough heat loss and warm air escaping into the attic space to keep it warm 

enough for this to not happen. The underside of the attic becomes a conditioned space that we can run mechanical ducting, 

sprinkler lines and water lines without the need for dropped ceilings and bulkheads. The cost offsets of all the work otherwise 

required especially space to accommodate the duct work make this a design decision rather than a cost to the project. The warm 

attic has too many benefits for us to ever go back to a cold vented attic space.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ECM14;  R20 Expanded Poly Styrene (EPS) under slab insulation This is a warmth and comfort decision. The energy modelling does not 

justify this, so it is really a building feature, however it does contribute to lowering energy costs but is not financially driven decision 

 

Orion under slab insulation  



ECM15;  P trap roof drains. These eliminates the stack effect of heat loss through the drain pipes. They are fully insulated through the 

building as a base building case. Not too much energy savings but a no cost option.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ECM17;  Adex EPS extends 15mm over the window frame on the exterior of the windows to prevent a thermal bridge and cover over an 

area that traditionally does not have a good level if any insulation in the gap between the window frame and the wood framing. This is a simple 

detail too often overlooked and actually makes the installation and finishing easier for the installers.  

 

OSO Window detail 



 

ECM18;  Mysa Digital WIFI thermostats for the supplemental baseboard heaters. These smart thermostats are both very accurate and 

eliminate most of the problems associated with electric baseboard heat. By being accurate they save energy and increase comfort levels. They 

are a design feature and selling feature in the building. https://www.getmysa.com/  

 

 

https://www.getmysa.com/


ECM27;  The windows have a high solar heat gain coefficient to reduce summer solar heating inside the units. This is a simple and cost 

effective way to reduce the heat gains through solar radiation in the summer with no additional heat loss penalty in the winter.  

 

ECM28;  Solar shade roller blinds. These are trendy blinds at not no more cost than most window coverings that have the additional 

capability of extra solar protection from solar overheating.  

 

Solar blinds 



ECM30;  White TPO roof membrane. This lowers the heat gain in the summer and is a more durable roof than the standard torch on 
products and safer to use, it is robot welded together instead of using an open flame to seal the pieces together. 
 

 

TPO roof installation at Radius 



 

Allergy-proof your home 

Don't let pet, dust, mold or pollen allergies make you miserable in your own home. Room by room, you can take these steps to have 
an allergen-free abode. 

House Dust 
House dust is made of many things, including dirt, insect debris, dust mites, animal proteins, 
human skin fragments, food crumbs, bacteria, fungi, and other materials. House dust collects on 
every item in the home, including mattresses, upholstered furniture, clothes, rugs, drapes, and 
stuffed animals. House dust can be a major cause of year-round runny or stuffy nose, itchy, 
watery eyes and sneezing for allergy sufferers. Dust can also make people with asthma 
experience wheezing, coughing and shortness of breath. 

 

 

 

 

 



These are a few of the steps we have taken at OSO to reduce allergens in your home.  

All hard surface flooring allows for easy and thorough cleaning.  

There are no carpets in the building.  

The Swegon ERV has a high quality dust filter on the air intake.  

The air intake is located on the roof for best air quality.  

The kitchen and bathrooms have continuous 24/7 exhaust ventilation, they run at double the recommended rate to improve air 
quality 

The high performance windows prevent condensation and mold on the windows.  

The ERV keeps the moisture level in the home within acceptable levels (35% to 50%) 

OSO is a no smoking building 

 

https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/allergies/in-depth/allergy/art-20049365 

https://asthma.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/asthma_allergyfreehome_eng.pdf 

 

 

https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/allergies/in-depth/allergy/art-20049365
https://asthma.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/asthma_allergyfreehome_eng.pdf


We have added economic, social connectivity and food security to this category

 



ECM10;  One meter was used to save on capital costs of $1,000 per unit. There is an ongoing annual cost savings of $3,305 per year 

(based on Radius and Orion 45 units) by only having to pay 1 daily rate charge to BC Hydro. The daily rate charge per residential meter is 

$0.20125 times the 45 meters we do not have in the building. This will save $3,305 per year in operating costs. The commercial metering billing 

methods by BC Hydro will also lead to a cost savings annually of about $4,000 per year because of the lower costs per KWh than the rate 

charged if we had the 45 residential meters billed to each owner.  Great to have a strategy that saves capital installation costs and contributes to 

lowering operational cost savings and the Hydro is included in the strata fees so that you do not even have a bill to pay.  

 

Smart Meter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ECM20;  All exterior lights and many interior lights are on motion sensors. This not only saves energy but prevents light pollution.  

 

Motion sensor light 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ECM31;  Bike storage and a bike maintenance facility with all the tools to maintain your own bike. By prioritizing bikes and making them 

easy to store, maintain and use, we are encouraging people to ride more and use their car less. While not a true ECM for the building this is one 

for the environment and makes it easier to stay healthy and connect with your neighbors while repairing your bike or doing a project in the 

workshop.  

 

Work bench and bike stand at Radius with tire pump and basic tools 



ECM33;  Solar ready. We will wire the building to be able to install solar panels on the roof. This is a low cost item that will allow for the 

easy installation of solar panels. The roof structure is rated to allow for the extra weight of the solar panels. This is a low cost item at initial 

construction and design but is a high cost item if done after construction of the building.  

 

Flat roof solar panels 



ECM34;  Energy efficient appliances. We will simply select and install the best appliances available today at a reasonable cost. High 

Energy efficiency will be in the scope of work for all tendered appliance quotations. This a no cost way to improve the efficiency of the building 

by simply making a better choice and a simple matter to replace them with better ones when they reach the end of their useful life. OSO will 

have a ventless dryer, these have been standard in Europe for the last 30 years. It makes no sense to take heated air from your home, heat it 

some more then blow it outside. The new generation of heat pump dryers simply condense the moisture and it goes down the drain. This also 

removes a 6” hole in your wall that needs to be waterproofed and air sealed.  

 

Ventless washer dryer at Radius 



Food security with a community garden and a great way to meet your neighbors and share gardening tips. This is one of the most 
used and appreciated features in all our buildings.  

 

Community Garden at Radius 



FireSmart principles are used in the design of all our buildings. This is becoming more important as the effect of climate change 
means we are seeing more wildfires.  

 



 



 



Crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED) is a multi-disciplinary approach to 

deterring criminal behavior through environmental design. CPTED strategies rely upon the ability to influence offender 

decisions that precede criminal acts. Generally speaking, most implementations of CPTED occur solely within the urbanized, 

built environment. Specifically altering the physical design of the communities in which humans reside and congregate in 

order to deter criminal activity is the main goal of CPTED. CPTED principles of design affect elements of the built 

environment ranging from the small-scale (such as the strategic use of shrubbery and other vegetation) to the overarching, 

including building form of an entire urban neighborhood and the amount of opportunity for "eyes on the street".  

Source: (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crime_prevention_through_environmental_design) 

 

 

OSO includes CPTED principles in the following ways: 

Natural surveillance – The building design provides windows overlooking all the access points, and sidewalks. With 360 

degrees of windows, there is no blind spot in the parking and public shared areas.  

Natural access control – the building is surrounded by pedestrian / bicycle paths or an active road. This limits approach and 

escape vectors to areas where the public will be present. With no concealed access there is an implied target hardening 

deterrent.  

Activity Support – With OSO designed to have active use with a community garden and all the surrounding trails this will 

deter opportunistic crime because of the constant occupation of the area.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Built_environment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crime_prevention_through_environmental_design


 

OSO Landscape plan 



 

ECM19;  Every light bulb in the building will be a long lasting LED. This both saves energy and most important is that it saves a lot in on 

going maintenance costs. The cost of changing light bulbs by a well paid maintenance person in our rental building is more than the cost of the 

bulbs. If you run a net present value on the cost of changing a light bulb you will find it to be significant." 

  

LED light bulbs 



 

Large Windows for more daylight at Radius 



 

 

Great views from the 1st floor at Orion 



 

Great views at work 



 

ECM9;  The elevator; we are simply using the most energy efficient one we can get the Otis Next Gen2 elevator. Up front costs are 

higher than the traditional hydraulic elevators, however it does not need a separate elevator mechanical room, so it is less expensive than the 

alternative when we cost in all the other factors including the fact that we now have more space in the building to rent. It also operates much 

quieter so sound mitigation strategies that are costly do not need to be installed. Overall less costly and a better product that saves energy. 

http://www.otisgen2.com/index.shtml  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.otisgen2.com/index.shtml


We have worked with the engineers at AcoustiTECH to design the sound proofing of the building. Our goal is well above code minimums in the 

mid 60s for both the IIC and STC rating of the walls and floor assemblies. We have achieved one of the quietest buildings with Radius and have 

fine tuned the systems we are using at OSO. Sound transmission is one of the main complaints in multi level multi family buildings. We have 

paid a lot of attention to this. We have had to integrate all these details into the energy performance details to make sure they work together.  

 

IIC 67-FIELD  
Acoustic solution AcoustiTECH VPAcoustivibe System (Soprema)Insonomat (Soprema)  
Structure Light wood-frame  
Installation Floated  
Floor covering Engineered hardwood / Laminate flooring  
Suspended ceiling Yes  



 

 

Party wall detail at OSO with sound separation details and materials 



 

ECM1;  ICF foundation saves energy and provides better occupant comfort. We have used ICF foundations for the 

last 25 years and have perfected the workflow and detailing to maximize cost savings and improve quality. They are now a commodity because 

of the large number of companies making and selling them. We have settled on the Nudura system http://www.nudura.com/ after having 

installed close to a million square feet of ICF above and below ground. This system is strong, easier to use than most systems and lowers our 

labor costs on installation. It also ships flat and therefore saves on shipping costs. We now use them because they are a savings instead of an 

extra cost. Another great product when used properly to both save energy and operating costs. They also eliminate several building science 

problems in homes and buildings even if installed incorrectly. You simply will not get a mouldy damp basement when using an ICF foundation. 

We have created simple cost effective easy to install details to mitigate any additional work needed when using ICF over conventional exposed 

concrete foundations. Snap in place rebar installation means we use unskilled workers to install it instead of skilled tradesmen saving on labour 

costs.  

http://www.nudura.com/


 

ICF forms ready to pour at Orion 



 

Compatible waterproofing on the ICF at Orion 



 

Finished ICF foundation at Orion 



ECM3;  The thermal bridging has almost completely been solved at OSO. With the continuous layer of outsulation on the Adex System 

we have all but eliminated thermal bridging. Thermal bridging can amount to over 50% OF THE HEAT LOSS IN A WALL or roof. 

 

A thermal bridge, also called a cold bridge, heat bridge, or thermal bypass, is an area or component of an object which has higher 

thermal conductivity than the surrounding materials,[1] creating a path of least resistance for heat transfer.[2] Thermal bridges result 

in an overall reduction in thermal resistance of the object. The term is frequently discussed in the context of a building's thermal 

envelope where thermal bridges result in heat transfer into or out of conditioned space.  

Thermal bridges in buildings may impact the amount of energy required to heat and cool a space, cause condensation (moisture) 
within the building envelope,[3] and result in thermal discomfort.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_conductivity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_bridge#cite_note-Binggeli-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_transfer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_bridge#cite_note-oxford-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_resistance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_envelope
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_envelope
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_bridge#cite_note-:1-3


 

Therm image of double wall at Radius 



 

Therm image of double wall at Radius using a steel stud for the interior wall. We did not use this detail, it had too much thermal 
bridging 



 

Decks bolted onto the walls at Radius to reduce thermal bridging 



 

Decks using cantilevered glulam beams at Orion to reduce thermal bridging 



 

Orion Floor system using all wood with dropped steel beams to allow for ducts and insulation and no thermal bridging 



 

Deck detail at OSO to reduce thermal bridging and simplify installation and waterproofing 



 

Close up of deck detail at OSO 



 

Expanded view of components of deck detail at OSO 



ECM4;  Window installation in the middle of the wall. This requires more detailing for this type of installation than the standard 

flanged window installation. We have developed details that simply this process, eliminate all the thermal losses associated with exterior 

mounted flanged windows and lowered the overall costs by being able to install the windows from the inside instead of from a ladder or 

scaffolding. This is a safer and less costly approach. Great to save money, time and increase safety while making window installation easier for 

the crew on site. We use the Siga Wigluv tape around the window opening and to seal the window to the liquid applied air/water barrier. We 

use the Siga Fentrim 20 tape to seal the window to the inside air barrier creating a double seal and the required inside end dam.  

 

Window sill and header detail at OSO 



ECM16;  Window sill flashing on top of the sloped sill only extends 1” under the window frame to prevent thermal bridging with the 

metal flashing. This is a no cost design detail to remove a thermal bridge and prevent condensation on the lower window frame.  

 

Sloped sill detail at OSO showing drainage and reduced thermal bridging with sill flashing 



ECM35;  The middle of the wall window installation eliminates the thermal losses from the diagonal heat losses of exterior installed 

windows. The slight overlap of the EPS over the window frame eliminates the thermal losses at the edges of the windows and the space 

between the window and framing that is not well insulated and sealed. Installing the windows on a multi story building from the safety of the 

inside without having to build scaffolding saves even more and increases the safety of the site. Not bad save, save and save and get a great 

product. We do not have to train anyone on site to make our building airtight and maintain the continuity of the air/water barrier. We have 

developed detailing for attaching siding to the EPS or Roxul insulation. These details will be used on our other projects that require siding.  The 

design engineers at Adex have been working with us to design all our details and ensure full BC Building code compliance and full compatibility 

of all the products used.  

 

Patio door at Radius 



 

Window side detail showing insulation extending over the window frame to reduce thermal bridging and condensation 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Energy efficiency and other sustainable measures in OSO 

ECM11;  The BC Hydro monitoring we are doing at Radius will help us to properly size the transformers and electrical equipment to 

maximize cost savings by right sizing the equipment. We will also be adding capacity for EV car charging. The EV charging done at home only 

needs to be type 2 charging, so it has a much lower average demand than the fast charging stations that are needed on the road. Cars plugged in 

overnight do not need to charge fast.  

ECM12;  Monitoring and Verification.  We are monitoring the controls at Radius Daily to maximize efficiency of the mechanical systems. 

We have devised a monitoring program that gives real time information on the central heating/cooling/ventilation system. We have this in the 

controls used by the Swegon ERV combination unit with the Mitsubishi heat pump. These controls are online and provide more information than 

we can realistically use. We have selected several units that are representative of each heat loss/gain type of unit to have WIFI enabled 

thermostats that control the supplemental baseboard heaters so we can monitor temperature in the suite and energy use of the supplemental 

heat. We can now create a correlation between the outside air temperature, the temperature in a unit and the temperature we deliver the 

ventilation air to the building. This allows us to fine tune the amount of heat/cooling we deliver through the central system that works more 

energy effectively that the back up heating system. This is especially important in the summer when we want to maximize the free nighttime 

cooling capabilities of the Swegon system. This is one area where we can use the off the shelf controls to maximize the potential savings in 

energy use. This is where we want to focus the monitoring and verification to maximize the benefits that can be made through proper controls 

of the system and maximize occupant comfort.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 



Carbon Sequestration Measures (CSM)   

 
A natural or artificial process by which carbon dioxide is removed from the atmosphere and held in solid or liquid form. 
 

 

Great image on how building with wood can save the world 



  
 
Manufactured wood structural beams with hidden connectors at Solana (Beams and Panels from Brisco Manufacturing) 



The more we build using Wood, the more carbon we can store and we create a market for timber that will drive re-forestation. Planting more 
trees is one of the only realistic ways we have of reducing CO2 levels and it will only happen at scale if it is driven by demand. This is a critical 
time in the fight against irreversible climate change – the widespread adoption and growth of wood construction quite literally has the potential 
to save the planet. 
 
Not only is building out of wood faster, better and more efficient than traditional methods, it can also play a huge role in tackling climate 
change. When we use wood, not only do we create long term storage for the carbon that was absorbed during growth, we also offset the 
potential emissions from materials such as concrete and steel which have high levels of embodied energy. 
 
A cubic meter of wood sequesters a ton of carbon dioxide, and when sustainably harvested and replanted, the growing trees are actively 
sucking CO2 out of the atmosphere and making it solid, or as author Bruce King calls it, building out of sky. 
 
Nail Laminated Panels (NLP) are coming back in style, they have been around for over 100 years and many of our older buildings were built that 
way. They are easy to build and use. We can manufacture them on site or have them made and delivered to the site. Any skilled carpenter can 
work with them without any additional training. OSO will use NLP Panels on the walkway roofs. 
 
We can build any architectural style with wood, we can insulate with straw and mushrooms… All of these emerging technologies and more arrive 
in tandem with the growing understanding that the so-called embodied carbon of building materials matters a great deal more than anyone 
thought in the fight to halt and reverse climate change. The built environment can switch from being a problem to a solution.  
 
The benefits go beyond just storing carbon; it is a healthier and safer build, with as much as an 80 percent reduction in deliveries compared to a 
concrete structure.  
 
 
 



 

Decks at Solana using LVL timber panels and beams 



 

Timber Stairs at Cedars 



 

Roof framing at Radius 



Sustainable Construction Measures (SCM) 

 
I Joists 

An engineered wood joist, more commonly known as an I-joist, is a product designed to eliminate problems that occur with 
conventional wood joists. Invented in 1969, the I-joist is an engineered wood product that has great strength in relation to its size 
and weight. The biggest notable difference from dimensional lumber is that the I-joist carries heavy loads with less lumber than a 
dimensional solid wood joist.[1] As of 2005, approximately 50% of all wood light framed floors used I-joists.[2] I-joists were designed 
to help eliminate typical problems that come with using solid lumber as joists.  

The advantage of I-joists is they are less likely to bow, crown, twist, cup, check or split as would a dimensional piece of lumber. I-
joists' dimensional soundness and little or no shrinkage help eliminate squeaky floors.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Engineered_wood
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I-joist#cite_note-autogenerated1-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I-joist#cite_note-2


 
 
I Joist floor at Orion 



 
 
Aluminium deck surface at Radius 
 
The deck surface on all our decks are aluminum checker plate. This is a durable no maintenance material. It will last longer than any deck surface 
and maintenance is simply rinsing it every few years.  



 
 
Wood finish PVC windows triple pane windows 



 

 
 
TPO roofing at Radius 
 



 
 
Social animation spaces to promote casual social interaction in multi family buildings to promote a heathy community. A healthy community 
is part of sustainable living. A strong sense of belonging to a community is important for our overall health, many of our modern buildings have 
become too impersonal leading to loneliness even when surrounded by a lot of people. Designing for a healthy community is one of the most 
important parts of a development and is one of the most overlooked. We meet each other while doing activities, OSO has a community garden, 
a workshop, a ski tuning bench, a bike repair and maintenance workshop. Each of these offer opportunities for people to meet and maybe share 
interests.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The real numbers on energy performance 

 

What does this translate into for energy performance? We have been disappointed in the past with the real world performance of our homes 

and buildings with the projected energy savings from modelling software. It seems the energy modelling does not take into account all the 

variables and what happens when people move in and live in their homes. You should not need an advanced degree in Building Science 

Engineering to save energy living in your home. It needs to be simple enough that your Grandmother (who has a whole life of experience 

running a home) can easily run the home.  

 

Fortunately, we have a 40,000 square foot test building that is performing in real world conditions with 45 different households living there right 

where the energy modelling showed it to be. We have 9 months of monitoring and other than a few glitches in setting the controls properly 

Radius is proving to be an excellent building for health, comfort and energy performance.  

 



 

Graph showing projected energy use at Radius 



 

Graph showing actual energy use at Radius from Sept. 15, 2018 to Nov. 15, 2018 and average outside temperature 



 

Graph showing actual energy use at Radius from Nov. 15, 2018 to Jan 13, 2019 and average outside temperature 



 

 

 

What we paid for energy for 6 months at Radius for the whole building including all units and common spaces 



 

 

Summary of the performance features in OSO 

Durable low maintenance products and finishes are the most important aspect of a durable building. All the products selected keep these 

criteria in mind. Passive strategies are employed first before relying on moving parts and energy to achieve comfort levels. If it moves it 

requires energy and maintenance.  

Solar shading is part of the building design. Window solar control coatings are used to lower the solar heat gain in the building.  

Flush cooling is employed as a cooling strategy before using air conditioning.  

The EIFS building finish was selected for durability and longevity, it is also non combustible.  

High levels of insulation are used as they are a passive strategy rather than relying on a high performance technologically complex heating and 

cooling systems.  

The roof is a white TPO roof membrane for longevity and passive cooling by reducing the heat gain from darker roofing materials.  

We have a community garden, so residents can grow their own food or flowers.  

We will have several EV charging stations and all carports are supplied with a plug for charging an EV.  

The building will have a workshop/ski tuning/bike tuning area with the required tools. Bike storage and bike maintenance will be a priority in the 

building.  

The site planning will be done to FireSmart principles.  

The windows will be high performance PVC so that the only maintenance is washing them.  

The railings and deck materials will be no maintenance other than cleaning.  

The floor finishes will be long term no maintenance tile and vinyl products with long warranties.  

Long lasting products that do not need to be replaced contribute to energy reductions by not having to manufacture and transport replacement 

products, this reduces the embodied energy in the building over its lifecycle.  



Building to net zero ready, the building is future proofed, it will not be obsolete in a few decades.  

 

Creating Thermal Comfort is one of the main problems in any building. The ERV combined with the heat pump and sophisticated controls allows 

us to deliver tempered, heated or cooled air to maximize occupant comfort.  

The double wall and triple glazed, triple sealed windows have the added benefit of keeping outside noise out.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The things to AVOID in snow country if you want a durable building. These are a few building practices that cost a 

lot of money over time and are a great source of steady work for contractors.  

This is built in obsolescence in the home building business.  

 

1- Wood Railings 
 
Wood railings, they need to be cleaned, sanded and painted every 2 to 3 years and rebuilt every 10 to 15 
years. There are a lot of great options for durable railings.  

 
 

2- Wood windows 
      
The exterior of wood windows needs to be cleaned, sanded and painted every 5 years and if not 
maintained properly need to be replaced before they are 20 years old. Now there are high quality vinyl 
windows with a wood looking film applied that look like real wood and require no maintenance other than 
washing the windows. Did I mention that the interior of wood windows needs to be painted every 5 to 10 
years and more often if there is any condensation that runs down the glass onto the wood window frame.  

 
 
 
 



3- Aluminum railings top mounted onto a waterproofed deck 
  
Many installers simply install the railings on top of a waterproofed deck surface and fasten it with screws 
that penetrate the waterproof membrane. They do attempt to waterproof it by putting a bit of silicone 
sealant onto the deck before mounting the railing to seal the screw holes. This holds most of the water out 
for a few years, then a small amount of water gets into the deck framing and slowly rots the whole deck 
structure. By the time a typical Strata gets around to maintaining them other than using a bit more silicane 
sealant around the aluminum base plate, the whole deck and supporting structure has rotted out and 
needs replacing. Very expensive and so not necessary if only they had side mounted the aluminum railings.  

 
 
 

4- Railings built out of a framed wall with siding and a small drainage hole 
through the wall 
 
I call these swimming pool decks. We get snow then rain then freezing weather then more snow then rain. 
Sound like a typical week anytime in the winter. Well these conditions cause the small drainage hole 
through the framed wall to freeze over and now there is no drainage. Next time it rains the water on the 
deck goes to the next lowest point, which is the door to the deck and guess what now you have water 
pouring into the house under the door and running down the walls of the lower floors. Fortunately, the 
easy fix is to shovel the deck and open up the drainage until next time. Or maybe that is a bad design for 
rainy snow country. Did I mention that they usually attract a lot of moisture in them and need to be 
replaced every 10 to 15 years.  

 



5- Exterior beams built up out of multiple laminations of framing lumber 
 
These simply hold moisture between the laminations and slowly rot. Simple fix just use timber beams or 
treated framing lumber. Lots of repair work in Whistler because of this one.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

6- Having siding too close to the top of a flashing or too close to the roof 
 
This one is so simple you think most people would get it, but they do not. I admit even I have done this a 
few times in my past before I learned not to do that one. Pretty simple water and wet snow sit on the 
flashings and roofs. When the siding goes all the way down and touches or almost touches the flashing and 
roof, it is sitting in water. Wood siding or even the concrete Hardie board sidings really do not do well in 
water. Besides rotting out every 10 years or sooner they show water staining all the time and require 
constant painting. Easy to fix, raise the siding a few extra inches like about 18” above a roof and 1” above a 
wall flashing.  

 
 



7- Roofs that drip onto decks 
 
We get 3 months of weather where snow is melting off our roofs and decks. We do not use many gutters 
here because they tend to fill with ice and fall off. This leaves the roofs to drip off the eaves. When they 
drip onto a lower deck of other building feature, they slowly destroy it. Dripping water will even wear out 
concrete pavers in your driveway in under 10 years. Not much to do about this one other than not design 
roofs that drip onto anything other than landscaping that likes water.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

8- Chimneys and other roof structures at the low end of sloped roofs 
 
This is a design issue and results in a lot of chimneys and there protective structures that are supposed to 
divert the snow winding up sitting on the ground after we get some good conditions for snow to slide off 
sloped roofs. We get these conditions about every 5 years and then we have a lot of roof structures ripped 
off leaving big gaping holes in a roof usually when it is raining in the middle of winter. Not the best time to 
have a huge gaping hole in your roof. When this happens every roofer in town is busy fixing leaking roofs so 
you will not get anyone to fix it quickly.  

 



9- No roof overhangs 
 
This one seems simple, but there are many buildings that do not have overhangs. No matter how well you 
build you walls to keep water out of them it is much easier to simply keep the water off the walls.  

 
 
 
 
 

     10-Sloping your driveway down from the road to your garage door 
 

Even if your driveway has to slope down it needs to have some upslope before the garage door and a clear 
unobstructed way for the water to drain away from the house. We do get rain in the winter sometimes. 
Now the best one I saw was water flowing down the edge of a road along side the 4 foot high snow bank 
acting like the banks of a river. Now the low point on this street was a driveway that sloped down from the 
road. Well guess what the water did what it does best, go downhill into the driveway. Now this might not 
have been too bad except for the garage door and walkway to the front door that were at the bottom of 
the driveway. Now both the driveway and the walkway were well cleared of snow with nice 4’ banks of 
snow on both sides so they directed all this water (you know the dirty brown water filled with sand, and 
salt from the road) to the garage door and front door. I never did get to see what happened to that house, 
but I am sure all that dirty brown water was not a welcome guest coming in through the front door.  
 
 



 

11-Lots of complicated roof lines with intersecting valleys and roof features 

We get a lot of snow. The snow sitting on a roof is actually moving a little, kind of like a glacier. Now we all 
know what glaciers did to our mountains, well they can kind of do that to a roof too, especially where there 
is an obstruction trying to hold that glacier of snow from moving. Over time the moving mass of snow and 
ice does a lot of damage to roofs, especially in the valleys and to any roof feature that acts as an 
obstruction.  
 
 

 
 
 

12- Decks built level supported by post and beams attached to a framed wall 
This seems like the right thing to do. However, the building will have some shrinkage due to the framing 
lumber drying out, this can be up to ¾” per floor. The posts do not shrink, thus over time the building will 
get lower and possibly lower than the outside edge of the deck. Now the water on the deck flows to the 
building, not the best place for water to flow to.  
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